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Calling retired CPLs and PPLs…     Ever thought of becoming a Microlight Instructor and passing on 
your knowledge to a new generation of recreational flyers?    And, often to the PPLs who gave up flying 
25 years ago due to the kids and mortgage, and now want to take it up again. 

With the overseas travel restrictions, there is a big surge in recreational flying.   The Airport has two 
Tecnams, modern microlights with better payload, range and speed than the traditional 2 seat trainers.    

 

 

The West Auckland fleet… Tecnams ZKECL and ZKCDL are on-line for training and hire.  The DynAero ZK-
WIK is used for airport business and not available for hire. 

It’s not too hard for experienced pilots to get a Microlight Instructor rating, which can be obtained at West 
Auckland Airport Parakai.    We currently have three part time instructors who have as much work as they 
can handle…  more are needed.      

• The Airport provides the aircraft, briefing room, booking system, fuel, and Leading Edge 
Engineering maintains the aircraft to ‘hire or reward’ standards.   

• The instructors find their own students, charge for the aircraft at whatever rate they decide, and 
can do as much or as little training as they wish, using our facilities but working on their own behalf 
independently.    Instructors are also welcome to use their own aircraft for training at West 
Auckland Airport Parakai. 



 

For more information, talk to the Airport Manager, Simon Lockie ph 021 354 458 or Engineer, Bryn Lockie 
ph 021 681 900. 

  

Future Airport Possibilities:   The Airport Company is interested in working with an equity partner to 
develop West Auckland Airport Parakai into a Regional Airport to serve the 400,000 people for whom it 
would be the nearest Domestic Airport.   It would have a larger population catchment than any other 
Regional, e.g., larger than the successful Regionals at Tauranga, Nelson or Hawkes Bay.   For more 
information and a detailed discussion paper, see the webpage www.WestAucklandAirport.co.nz and click 
on ‘Future Plans’.    

To show the possibilities, a photo of Nelson Airport is superimposed on the area at the same scale...  note 
that the Airport could be developed without disturbing the existing light aircraft runway or any houses. 

 

 

 

West Auckland Airport Parakai:   Recent view showing the current taxiways and hangars. 

 

http://www.westaucklandairport.co.nz/


33 Years ago:   June 1988.   From the archives.   A skydive plane on runway 07 lifts off with another 3 or 
4 skydivers on board.  In those days small aircraft with large piston engines burning leaded fuel were 
used, which required a lot of flights and plenty of dust from the limestone runway, which was not sealed 
until many years later.  Aviation never stands still, and skydiving now uses the PAC 750 which can lift 17 
jumpers at a time, and uses a slow turning prop driven by a turbo-prop engine using unleaded avtur 

 fuel.   No dust, no lead, a lot less noise, and a lot more economic activity for the area. 

 
June 1988. Skydiving plane takeoff with landed parachute (or target?) in foreground 

 

 

Keep hydrated when flying:  Take along a bottle of water if you're going cross country.  It can get hot in 
an aircraft cockpit and being dehydrated is not ideal when landing at an unfamiliar airport for the first time, 
where you need your top game.   Plain water is best... soft drinks and anything fizzy can go through you 
very fast at altitude, and the toilet facilities in light aircraft tend to be very basic (or non-existent) :( 

From the U.S.A. Pilot Tips page: 

Hydration, (frequent small sips, not fizzy). 

“I make it a point about 40 minutes before the end of the flight, when I’m going to have to shoot an approach, 

to drink a bottle of water and eat some kind of energy food. 

I’m not a medical expert. But I do know that one of the symptoms of dehydration is irritability. Another is the 

inability to make decisions and to become disoriented. 

If we’re flying high—and a lot of people think IFR flying just means slogging along in the clouds. Quite often it 

isn’t. It’s flying along in bright blue sky, bright sun. You’re above the tops. So you’ve been sitting up there in 

this bright sunshine up at altitude, which certainly contributes to dehydrating. 

If it’s a long flight, perhaps your last meal wasn’t even a meal, but something that you grabbed out of the snack 

machine at the airport. So you’ve had your pack of sugar-loaded crackers or cookies, you’ve been dehydrated 

by your environment, and now you’re no longer able to make those good decisions, hard decisions, that need to 

be made. 



I always recommend for everyone and it’s because I do it myself, about 40 minutes prior to having to shoot the 

approach, I drink some water and eat some kind of energy food—not sugar—but some kind of an energy bar, 

something like that. It will really have you much better prepared for flying an approach at the end of a long, 

hard flight.” 

 

 

Aircraft Maintenance 2021:  Being handy with a spanner is still necessary... but in 2021 not 
enough.    There is a lot of computer gear in aircraft now, with many having moving maps with the AIP 
information built in, and an expanded view of the runways before you arrive.   These let you spend more 
time looking outside rather than folding maps, looking up pages in the AIP etc.    Plus, Electronic Flight 
Information Systems (EFIS) that watch the flight parameters and speak into your ear:   "Airspeed high" to 
avoid busting VNE;   "Coolant hot" to tell you immediately if something is not right.   These also provide 
maintenance information, seen below is the DynAero ZK-WIK having its black box examined to see what 
it’s been doing since the last service, and update the maps. 

 

 

            Bryn Lockie (Aircraft Engineer), and Simon Lockie (Computer Technician in a previous life) examine 
the electronic entrails. 

  

  

  



On Final for Hokitika, NZHK:  The West Coast South Island facilities are variable, from simple farm 
strips like Murchison NZMR to large and long runways such as at Hokitika NZHK, which allow good air 
services for towns where it takes long to drive anywhere.  
 

 

Late final NZHK 

 

On the ground at Hokitika NZHK.    ZK-WIK tied down for the night at Hokitika.    Most airports have 
strong tie down points available for visitors, but the ropes provided always seem to be on their last legs... 
so good ropes are an important part of the ships stores for overnight flights.   When parked the DynAero, 
the first job is to clip on the 'remove before flight' streamers to the tail, which is at exactly the right height 
to take out an eye with the (hard to see) sharp back edge.  Having had a few frights, the pilots now put the 
clips on immediately after landing to protect themselves and other aviators.  

  

Dynaero ZK-WIK at NZHK  



  

 
 
Housekeeping:    
Editors of Aviation newsletters are welcome to use any parts of these newsletters for their own 
publications. 

 
➢ To be added to our email list for these newsletters, email to  

harvey@WestAucklandAirport.co.nz  with a subject line of ‘subscribe’ and your email address. 
 

➢ To be deleted reply with ‘delete’ in the subject line.   
 
West Auckland Airport Parakai web site: www.WestAucklandAirport.co.nz 
 
 

 
Aimm; Airport Intelligent Movement Management 
www.Aimm.aero 
 

 

 
West Auckland Airport Parakai 
http://www.facebook.com/ParakaiAirfield 
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